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WHO AM I?
I'm Waqas Hassn and I'm your human guinea
pig. I do self-experiments and write about my
experiences in deconstructing skills and habits
to help you learn anything and increase perhour output 10x.
I focus on uncommon routines, hacks,
mindset, and word-to-word scripts that will
make you go from zero to becoming great at
just about anything in 30 Days.

I’ve completed 30 Day Fat Loss Experiments with over a dozen people
in the past year and average weight loss for first 30 days is usually
between 4-8 kg depending on your starting weight.
If it is:
90-100 kg - weight loss 4-6 kg
100-110 kg - weight loss 5-7 kg
110+ kg - weight loss 6-8 kg

This data is from a small sample of people in my circle. I don’t think
this is the maximum limit. You can exceed this.

Let’s get started.
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SECTION 1: COMMON TRAITS OF FAT PEOPLE
Tell me if this is not true. When you see overweight people (or even
yourself) who are trying to reduce weight, you see them doing one or
all three of these things:

1. Eat less oily
I've been to several restaurants with friends and acquaintances who
are rather overweight. One common thread I've observed is that most
of these people who are trying to live healthy are conscious of ordering
something that is less oily.
They, and maybe even you, are doing this for years. You use less oil to
cook, order less oily food, and avoid deep fried yummylicious dishes.
Time to face the first hard truth: Eating less oily food has
nothing to do with your weight loss or weight gain.

2. Run on treadmill
When I go to gym, I see that 80% of people running on treadmills are
fat. They are thinking that if they do it for 30 minutes everyday, some
day in the distant future they will be slim.
I’ve been going to the same gym for over a year now. And I still see
same faces and same bellies. These people are still running.
Your second hard truth is: No person in the history of this
world has gotten slim by running on a treadmill.
Yes, running is useful when you are trying to get rid of those last few
pounds of fat and get those chiselled six packs. But if you are far from
it, don’t waste your time. That day will come as well. Very soon. But
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till then, let's focus on spending the same time in choosing the right
food.
Of course, running keeps your muscles in shape and your stamina
high, so feel free to run. I run a lot. Just don’t run with the mindset of
burning calories and reducing fat.
And if you are interested in gaining muscles while losing fat, then here
is my Uncommon Guide To Bulking Up in 30 Days

3. Eat 2 times a day
Fat people think that eating less, 1-2 times a day, will make them
slim. It’s true that if you starve yourself you will lose weight. What you
probably don’t know is that you primarily lose weight by reducing your
muscles, not your stored fat.
I weigh about 76 kg. If I start starving myself, and let’s say lose 5 kg
in 30 days, about 3 kg will be muscle mass and only 2 kg will be fat
mass, approximately.
You might think that if you have more fat, your body will reduce more
fat than muscles when you starve yourself. That’s not true. It’s easier
for body to break down muscles to generate energy, instead of burning
fat to fuel you.
So when you starve yourself and reduce weight, you are basically
losing strength and stamina. You are getting weaker. Before you
realise you will develop lower back pain and what not. Just don’t do it.
So the third hard truth is: To reduce stored fat, you eat A LOT like 4-5 times a day. And you never miss breakfast.
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SECTION 2: BIOLOGY OF FAT LOSS

If you are like most people, you probably think that eating fats will
make you fat.
And then if you want to sound a little bit intellectual, you will
breakdown fats into saturated fats, monounsaturated and
polyunsaturated fats, and then transfats. Tell me you have not done
this or not found yourself hearing this from other intellectual-sounding
people? ;-)
I am going to change the biology lesson for you today.
Carbs, and not fats, make you gain weight.
Carbs = Carbohydrates = Sugar

The entire theme of this uncommon guide will be to reduce
carbs from your diet and shift it to proteins and fats.
Most people don’t know if a certain item contains fats or carbs. For
e.g., butter, oil, and cheese are usually zero-carbs and all fat. Did you
know that? I'll clear this confusion as well through this uncommon
guide.
As a general rule, everything you see in this picture is carbs.
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The second theme of this uncommon guide will be to make you
eat more. Isn’t it awesome?
Your biggest challenge will be to eat more. 4-5 times a day. Eat all you
can!

The biology of eating works like this:
If you feel hungry, your blood sugar is below the optimum level
needed to burn fat, so your body starts to burn muscle and hold onto
fat. Conversely, if you eat a high calorie meal with a lot of carbs, your
blood sugar goes higher than optimum level and body stores those
extra calories as fats.
Most people eat big carb-full high-calorie portions of meals twice a
day, so essentially they are going from one extreme to the other.
Here's what happens:
No breakfast - blood sugar low. Body holds on to fat.
Heavy lunch - blood sugar high. Body stores more fat.
6-8 hours gap between lunch and dinner - blood sugar low. Body
holds on to fat after first 3-4 hours of lunch.
Heavy dinner - blood sugar high. Body stores more fat.
No food from dinner till next day lunch - blood sugar low. Body
holds on to fat after first 3-4 hours of dinner.
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Your goal is to stay within the optimum band

From the chart above, your goal is to eat 4-5 times a day, every 4
hours approximately, in moderate portions.
The only carbs you will be eating will be from vegetables and lentils /
legumes, as they are low on sugar carbs to spike the blood sugar past
the upper limit.

Basically, you will be training your body to burn fat to fuel you,
instead of breaking down muscles or carbs.
The way we do it is to feed ourselves primarily proteins and fats.
Our mind gets the signal that it is not going to get carbs so it shifts
our metabolism to breaking down fats (both stored ones and the ones
you eat) to fuel us.
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SECTION 3: WHAT YOU ARE GOING TO EAT

Let’s talk about the good stuff first.
You are allowed to eat all of these - as much as you want:
All Meats - no meat is superior or inferior to another. Chicken, beef,
fish, mutton, pork - humans - anything. Eat as much as you want. At
least twice a day. Eat grilled, fried, or cooked any way.
Don’t look if the piece is fatty or lean. Red or white. Thick or thin. Just
eat.
Meat will form the baseline of your nutrition. Ignore it and you will feel
hungry all day.
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All Vegetables - just like meats, no veg is superior or inferior to
another. Eat as much green or red, as you like. Eat raw, steamed,
cooked, or fried.
Vegetables will provide you the necessary dose of carbs.

p.s. Potatoes are not allowed! I know I said all vegetables are equal but potato is an exception. It’s too high in carbs so it’s usually
considered a substitute of rice.

All Daals (lentils and legumes) - Lentils and legumes are a great
source of both proteins and natural carbs that don’t spike the blood
sugar.
They can be a part of your every meal or you can just have a bowl
between lunch and dinner. They are cheap and fulfilling.

All Nuts - For your munching habits, you will have to shift you from
Lays and Pringles to Nuts (peanuts, almonds, cashew nuts, etc.)
Nuts are high in fats so they will fill you up quickly. A packet of nuts
forms a great asset to snack on between lunch and dinner.

All kinds of Oils and Butter - Finally someone is telling you not to
care about how much oil there is in your meal. Hurray!
Olive Oil is still better for other health reasons (e.g. cholesterol
control), but for weight gain or loss, all oils are same. Feel free to
choose any. So is butter. Cook in butter or just eat a butter cube with
your tandoori chicken (like I do).
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Eat everything on Cheat Day - Now the best part of this uncommon
guide is that you get one day off every week to eat all the shit you
want.
For most people, it is either Friday or Saturday, depending on which
night you go out most, and drink and eat junk.
No restrictions on this day. Eat fast food, drink alcohol, eat biryani whatever makes you feel good.
Start with a proper no-carb protein-rich breakfast to set the baseline
right. Then from lunch onwards till you sleep (or pass out), go crazy
on food. Eat 5000 calories if you can!

The psychological benefits of having a cheat day to satisfy your
cravings far outweigh any potential negative effects. Our body can
store just as much extra calories in the form of fat in a day. All the
excess calories you will eat will be excreted out so don't worry about
eating a lot.
This one day fuels you for the entire next week.

I would not only recommend but emphasize that you stick to having
one go-crazy-day every week. Otherwise, you will burn out within a
week or two.
For all the uncommon people who have completed at least a 30 Day
Experiment, binge eating on a cheat day has not contributed in any
weight gain, or reduced the rate of fat loss.
This is your day! Enjoy. And even take me out for a drink ;-)
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SECTION 4: WHAT YOU ARE NOT GOING TO EAT

I have clustered them into the 4 commandments of food religion.
Every time you hit a situation in which you have to ask, whether or not
you can eat this, run that item through the list of 4 commandments. If
it is there, it’s a forbidden apple. Unless of course it’s your cheat day.

Here are the 4 commandments:
Supplementary carbs - these include bread (both brown or white),
rice (both brown or white), roti, parata, chips, fries, biscuits, wrap or
crepe, pasta, and breakfast cereals.
These are usually what we eat with our meat, vegetables or lentils /
legumes. All of these have to be avoided completely. All of these will
result in blood sugar spike and storage of fat.
Even a small portion will hack your mind into thinking that more carbs
are on their way, so it will not shift your metabolism to burning fat.
At first, it will seem odd to not have rice in your plate with meat and
vegetables. But after a while it will become natural.
I've always found that one way to spot a fat person in an office is to
see on whose desk you will find a pack of Pringles. Don't be that
person, please!
The only exception to the rule is oatmeal or oats.
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Sugared drinks, sauces, spreads, and candies - this category
deals with all coca-colas, packet juices, milo and sports drinks, to
ketchups and other sauces in Subway, to Nutella, and candies.
All of these have to be avoided completely unless it’s a cheat day.
But wait a minute, that doesn’t mean you can’t eat anything.
Mayo, mustard and ranch sauces, and peanut butter are all almost
zero-carbs and full fat. All of these are allowed.

Dairy (milk and yogurt) - Irrespective of whether you are religiously
following the above 2 commandments, if you are taking even a little
bit of dairy, it can fuck up the rate of fat loss pretty badly.
Same principle: mind gets hacked that more carbs are on their way.
You might wanna ask whether skimmed milk is better than full cream
milk. The difference between the two is that one is fat-less and the
other is full-fat. Both of them have equal amount of carbs. Did we say
we are avoiding fats or carbs?
Now the great thing here is that cheese is allowed. Why? Cheese is
made from milk when you take all the carb component out of it and
are left with fats only. Isn’t it awesome?

Fruits and fruit juices - Ah, this commandment always receives the
most hatred. It’s like ‘Thou shall not have sex outside wedlock’ type
commandment.
But unfortunately, fruits are nothing but carbohydrates. They contain
fructose, which is converted to glucose - and what is glucose? It’s
sugar.
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Trust me, you won’t die if you don’t eat fruits. Just leave it till you
reach your target weight then you can have them back forever. You
shall eat the forbidden apple forever!
But we always have exceptions to the rule, don’t we? Yes, we do!
You are allowed all kinds of berries (strawberries, blueberries, etc.).
Go finish the stock in your supermarket!

SECTION 5: SAMPLE MEAL PLANS

Using all the information above, let me give you some options of how
my meal plans and those of other uncommon people look like.
BREAKFAST (BETWEEN 8-10AM) OPTIONS:


Protein shake in water (1min)



Protein shake in water, mixed with peanut butter in a mixer for
enhanced taste and more fulfilment (2min)



3-4 eggs - either scrambled, boiled, half-boiled, or made into
omelette (10-15min)



Lean Shake from GNC (1min) - slightly higher priced



Protein bar (should be 20+ grams in protein) - higher priced

LUNCH (BETWEEN 12-2PM) OPTIONS:


Any meat dish from any restaurant with vegetables and lentils



Beef steak with vegetables (usually broccoli and carrot)



Grilled chicken or grilled dory with salad (and mayo/mustard, if
available)



Hot 'n spicy chicken / chilli chicken / chicken chop / basil chicken
/ chicken kebabs, etc.
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Cooked chicken from supermarket



Nando's (anything), McDonalds (grilled chicken salad), Subway
(anything without bread or wrap), or any burger place (throw
the buns, just eat what's within - trust me one of my friends do
that)
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Make your own combination!

LATE AFTERNOON SNACK (BETWEEN 4-6PM) OPTIONS:


Bowl of lentils / legumes (masar, moong daal, red beans, yellow
daal, orange daal, red daal - whichever you like or find) - get in
the habit of eating with a spoon



Chicken hams (with or without cheese)



Protein shake / protein bar (any combination from breakfast
options)



Boiled sweet potato (different from potato)

DINNER (BETWEEN 8-10PM) OPTIONS:
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Any one from the lunch options

MIDNIGHT SNACK (OPTIONAL) OPTIONS: I’ve a problem going to
sleep if I’m not full on stomach. You can avoid this.


Protein shake / protein bar (any combination from breakfast)



Bowl of lentils / legumes



Boiled eggs crushed with fork and mixed with mayo and black
pepper (YUM!)
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For the first 30 Day Experiment, it will help you if you can fill in this table with
your meals.
We humans have short term memory. We lose count of how many times we broke the
commandment or gave into our cravings. This visualisation will help you and me in guiding
you during the process. Of course, I’ll charge for personal counselling ;-)
Meal 1
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
Day 6
Day 7
Day 8
Day 9
Day 10
Day 11
Day 12
Day 13
Day 14
Day 15
Day 16
Day 17
Day 18
Day 19
Day 20
Day 21
Day 22
Day 23
Day 24
Day 25
Day 26
Day 27
Day 28
Day 29
Day 30

Meal 2

Meal 3

Meal 4

Meal 5

SECTION 6: FAQS

When do I start my 30 Day Experiment? On a Sunday. Not
Monday. Your morning rush for job on Monday would mean no
breakfast. Use Sunday to arrange for breakfast for the following week
and have a rough idea of what you are going to eat throughout the
workweek.
Is 4-5 times a day compulsory? You can get results with 3 times as
well - but the more times you eat and more you control each portion,
the better results will be. Without rice or bread, you will feel hungry a
lot, so you need to compensate for that by eating more times.
Can miss breakfast? No. But I’m too busy in the morning rush
for work, can I please? Honestly, if you aren’t Barack Obama or
Mark Zuckerberg, you are not doing anything important enough to not
have time. You are not busy. You are just mismanaging your life. Take
this 30 Day Experiment seriously and it will change your life in more
ways than just getting fit. Oh, and did I tell you that both Obama and
Zuckerberg are fitness freaks as well. So you literally don’t have any
excuse. Just invest in protein shake (or ask me which one). It will save
you a lot of time and hassle.
Don’t they have side effects / Won’t I look like a body builder if
I eat protein shake / protein bar? 1) No they don’t have side
effects. They are healthier than the bread you eat everyday and your
table sugar, which are full of side effects but you never question them.
2) 1 scoop of protein shake is like eating 3-4 eggs or 1 piece of
chicken breast. Don’t think of them as some magic formula that will
bulk you up.
What about tea and coffee? As much as you want, but without milk
and sugar. I’ve found green tea to be a better substitute for milk tea.
It took me a month or two to develop taste, so it’s ok to not like it
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initially. You will develop taste buds for it. Tea is fine but I can’t
have black coffee? Do you mix wine with water or mixers? No, right!
This is what we coffee-lovers see when we see people mixing coffee
with milk and sugar. To be fair, I was once a 3-in-1 sachet coffee
drinker as well, and used to find pure coffee too bitter. You acquire
taste over time. If you can develop appreciation for wine and coffee at
this age, you my friend will go a long way. Use this 30 Day Experiment
to develop taste buds for real coffee.
What about Alcohol? Drink anything on cheat day. On other days,
avoid beer (too many calories) and hard liquor (fucks up metabolism).
Wine is allowed everyday.
I’m feeling hungry all the time? Eat more. This is the only weight
loss program that emphasizes on eating more than eating less. See
blood sugar graph above.
I’m having headache, feeling cranky, and just, you know, not
able to adjust? If you are PMSing then I can’t help it ;-)
Otherwise, 1st week is usually the toughest, followed by week 2,
because our bodies are not used to burning fat for fuel. It takes some
time to recalibrate metabolism from carbs to fats. By the end of 30
Day Experiment, you will have developed good habits for the rest of
your life. It’s the most sustainable diet. Cavemen used to eat raw
meat (protein and fats) and plants. They didn’t have processed breads
or coca-colas.
Restaurants give rice with every dish. What to do? Ask them not
to / Ask them to replace with veg or lentils / legumes. But if they still
give, then wasting is fine! Seriously, don’t feel bad if you are wasting
$1 worth of rice to save you thousands of dollars worth of health
problems in future.
I’m finding that my diet plan is getting too expensive? Initially
yes, because you haven’t figured out where to source for food. Once
you know which restaurants to eat from or how to cook at home, it
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becomes normal. I spend max $3 on each meal by cooking on Sunday
night for the entire next workweek - put in fridge for 3 days, and
freeze in lunchboxes for day 4 and 5. But even if you eat expensive,
don’t you think you owe this to your body and health? What is more
important: spending 2 bucks extra on each meal or having a miserable
old age and dying 10 years earlier than you would otherwise? This is
no joke. In your 20s or 30s, you don’t realise that your organs are
failing faster if you are obese, and you are in for a miserable 50s and
60s.
Will I do this forever? Not really. Once you have reached your
target weight - usually between 70-80kg in 3-6 months, then you can
incorporate carbs in few meals to maintain that weight. But don’t think
about that yet. By the time you will reach that stage, your taste buds
would have changed and you would have developed such good habits
that you will hate sugar carbs. When I look at coca-cola or milk-sugar
coffee now, I feel disgusted. This is coming from a guy who as a kid
used to steal money from his mom’s bag to buy a can of coke. And
let’s not forget McDonalds. Every single lunch for me for at least 3
years in university has been a big mac meal! Well, I still like big mac
meal and it tastes even better when I have it on cheat days only. If I
eat it for 2-3 days consecutively, I feel sick. So will you. You just don’t
realise it yet. After all, decades of eating shit, you’ve spoiled your
taste buds.
Do I have to get cooked food or canned is fine? Canned is fine as
well. In fact, a can of red beans from local supermarket is usually my
go to option for 5pm snacks.
I have measured sudden weight increase after cheat day? That’s
water weight which your body holds on to after eating carbs. More
carbs you eat, more water weight retention occurs. It will fade off over
the next 2 days. Don’t worry. Never weigh yourself after cheat day.
Set a fixed day to weigh yourself. Either morning of a cheat day, or
the day before morning, after waking up, without clothes on.
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After 1 week, there hasn’t been much change in weight. What
do I do? Emotionally detach yourself from results. Focus on
the process for 30 Day Experiment. If your week 1 doesn’t give you
desired results, carry on. For some people, body takes a while to shift
from carb burning to fat burning. Let it take its time.
I gave into my will power and ate shit. I will start again from
next Monday? No. Shit happens. We all do it. You have done it, it’s
over. Now get back to routine from next meal. It will not affect your
performance. We underestimate the long term results with short term
performance lapses. Think of this way. All the great sportsmen have
days where they perform extremely poorly, but over the long term
their stats and averages are still best in the world. If you have one
unplanned bad meal here and there, all you do is get back to these
commandments from next meal. Your 30-day performance will not get
affected.
If all meat is fine, can I eat in KFC or fish & chips? Ah,
unfortunately, the problem with this chicken and fish is that it is
marinated in thick layer of carbs. That fucks up everything. You can
eat in McDonalds or KFC or any fast food chain. Just stick to grilled
chicken / beef and vegetables.
What about soy milk or almond milk? Yes, any form of lactose-free
milk is fine. Soy milk, Almond milk, or lactose-free natural milk.
What happens after the first 30 Day Experiment? Weight loss
(like everything else in life) has diminishing returns. So if you lose
7 kg in first month, you might lose, 5-6 kg in next, then 4-5 kg in
next, and so on. One uncommon guide experimenter started with 128
kg weight on 15th April 2016. By 15th Aug, he reached 105 kg. That’s
23kg in 4 months - at an average of about 6 kg per month. But his
first month was 8 kg reduction.
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Hey, what about egg yolk - that must be bad? Egg yolk is all fat
and zero carbs. Eat it as much as you like. For guys, it's your primary
source of testosterone - important for high sex drive.
I’ve read on internet that sleeping more helps in weight
loss. Do I need to sleep a lot? Are you kidding me?!
Any restrictions on spices, salt or pepper? No.
Is it healthy to reduce weight at such an alarming rate? When a
famous Indian celebrity's transformation video (from 37% fat to 9%
fat in 6-months) went viral, I saw several people asking in comments,
is it healthy? I actually went on to click on their profiles (yes, I have a
lot of time!) and as I expected, almost all of these people were the fat
ones. You don’t believe me? Here is one of my Facebook friends
sharing the post with that million-dollar question.

So to answer your question whether it is healthy or not?
1) It is 100x healthier than your current condition.
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2) You are not starving or using drugs to reduce weight.
3) If you stick to reducing 1-2kg per month mantra, you will inevitably
give up after a month or two (and won’t develop healthy habits so you
will eat shit again and get fat again).
4) Stop hiding behind excuses.

Dude, this 30 Day Experiment sounds really cool. I will start
with it right over. Do you have more cool stuff?
I have many more 30 Day Experiments and Uncommon Guides that
will provide you tools, tactics, routines, and word-to-word scripts
covering wide ranging fields. Let me give you a sneak peak of some of
the other guides I’ve prepared / I’m preparing:



Uncommon Guide to Gaining 6.3 kg Muscle in 30 Days –
without steroids and by hitting gym just twice a week



Uncommon Guide to Negotiating 10% Raise in Salary MidYear – in addition to usual end-year raise



Uncommon Guide to Making $100K a Year by Day-Trading –
only 2 hours each day



Uncommon Guide to Influencing People into Doing What You
Want – using & misusing it!



Uncommon Guide to Finishing Spartan Beast (21km with 35
obstacles) in Top 20%



Uncommon Guides on Learning A Dozen Different Sports in
30 Days Each – see TDX list to see sports I play



Uncommon Guide to Developing Any Good Habit /
Destroying Any Bad Habit in 30 Days



Uncommon Guide to Increasing Productivity 10x – how to
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select and focus on 20% that produces 80% results


Uncommon Guide to Running Half-Marathon in 30 Days



Uncommon Guides on Becoming a Photographer &
Videographer in 30 Days – great side income hacks



Uncommon Guide to Mastering Indian Cuisine in 30 Days



Uncommon Guide to Learning Web Designing in 30 Days –
another great side income hack

For high-quality blog posts and full FREE Uncommon Guides,
visit thirtydayexperiment.com

To make it sustainable for me and to help your friends, please
share this guide shamelessly with them.
Your support will keep me motivated and grounded :)

© 30 DAY EXPERIMENT
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